BilVideo: A video database management system by Donderler, M. E. et al.
The BilVideo video database management sys-tem provides integrated support for spatio-
temporal and semantic queries for video.1 A
knowledge base—consisting of a fact base and a
comprehensive rule set implemented in Prolog—
handles spatio-temporal queries. These queries
contain any combination of conditions related
to direction, topology, 3D relationships, object
appearance, trajectory projection, and similarity-
based object trajectories. The rules in the knowl-
edge base significantly reduce the number of
facts representing the spatio-temporal relations
that the system needs to store. A feature database
stored in an object-relational database manage-
ment system handles semantic queries. 
To respond to user queries containing both
spatio-temporal and semantic conditions, a query
processor interacts with the knowledge base and
object-relational database and integrates the results
returned from these two system components. 
Because of space limitations, here we only dis-
cuss the Web-based visual query interface and its
fact-extractor and video-annotator tools. These
tools populate the system’s fact base and feature
database to support both query types.
System architecture
We built BilVideo over a client–server archi-
tecture, shown in Figure 1. Users access Bil-
Video over the Internet through a Java client
applet. The “Query Types” sidebar discusses the
forms of user queries that BilVideo’s architec-
ture supports. The heart of the system is the
query processor, which runs in a multithread-
ed environment. 
The query processor communicates with a fea-
ture database and the knowledge base, where the
system stores semantic and fact-based metadata,
respectively. The system stores raw video data and
its features in a separate database. The feature
database contains video semantic properties to
support keyword-, activity/event-, and category-
based queries. The video-annotator tool, which
we developed as a Java application, generates and
maintains the features. As mentioned previously,
the knowledge base supports spatio-temporal
queries and the facts base is populated by the fact-
extractor tool, which is also a Java application. 
Fact-extractor tool
The fact-extraction process is semiautomatic:
users manually specify objects in video frames by
their minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs).
Using object MBRs, this process automatically
computes a set of spatio-temporal relations
(directional and topological). The rules in the
knowledge base eliminate redundant relations;
therefore, this set contains only the relations that
Prolog can’t derive by using the rules. For 3D
relations, extraction doesn’t occur automatically
because the fact-extraction tool can’t extract 3D-
object coordinates from video frames. Hence,
users must manually enter these relations for
each object pair of interest. The fact-extractor
tool performs an interactive conflict check for 3D
relations and keeps a frame’s 3D-relations set
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Figure 1. BilVideo’s
system architecture.
intact for the next frame. This lets users apply
any changes in 3D relations by editing this set in
the next frame. The tool also automatically
extracts object trajectories and object-appearance
relations for each object. Moreover, users need
not redraw object MBRs for each frame; instead,
they can resize, move, and delete MBRs. When
exiting the tool after saving the facts, the system
stores some configuration data in the knowledge
base if the video isn’t yet entirely processed. This
lets users continue processing the same video clip
at a later time from the point where the original
search left off. Figure 2 shows a view of the fact-
extractor tool.
Because users manually draw object MBRs, the
system can’t tolerate erroneous MBR specifica-
tions, although, in many cases, small errors don’t
affect the set of relations computed. To automate
this process, we developed an object-extractor
utility module, shown in Figure 3.2 When we
embed this module into the fact-extractor tool,
users will be able to specify object MBRs by click-
ing the mouse on objects.
Video-annotator tool
The video-annotator tool, shown in Figure 4
(next page), extracts semantic data from video
clips and stores it in the feature database. The tool
lets users view, update, and delete semantic data
already extracted from video clips. Our semantic
video hierarchy contains three levels: video,
sequence, and scene. Videos consist of sequences,
and sequences contain scenes that need not be
consecutive in time. When we complete the
semantic query processor, BilVideo will answer
video, event/activity, and object queries by using
this semantic data model. Video queries retrieve
videos based on descriptive data (annotations).
Conditions could include title, length, producer,
production year, category, and director.
Event/activity queries retrieve videos by specify-
ing events that occur at the semantic layer
sequence (because events are associated with
sequences). However, this query type might also
return a particular scene (or scenes) because
events may have subevents associated with
scenes. Object queries retrieve videos by specify-
ing semantic object features. Because videos are
annotated, video salient objects are also associat-
ed with some descriptive metadata. 
Web-based user interface
BilVideo handles multiple requests received
over the Internet through a graphical query inter-
face, developed as a Java applet.3 The interface
has query specification windows for different
types of queries, that is, spatial and trajectory.
Because video has a time dimension, these two
types of primitive queries can combine with tem-
poral predicates to query temporal contents.
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Query Types
BilVideo-supported queries might be constructed with user-drawn
sketches. A collection of objects with some conditions forms a visual query.
Such conditions could include object trajectories with similar measure-
ments, spatio-temporal ordering of objects, annotations, or events. Search-
es specify object motion as an arbitrary trajectory and annotations support
keyword-based searching. Users can browse the video collection before giv-
ing complex and specific queries. A text-based Structured Query Language-
like language is also available.1
Reference
1.M.E. Dönderler, Ö. Ulusoy, and U. Güdükbay, “Rule-Based Spatio-Temporal
Query Processing for Video Databases,” submitted for publication. 
Figure 2. Fact extractor.
Figure 3. Object extractor.
Spatial query specification
Spatial content of a video keyframe is the rela-
tive positioning of the keyframe’s salient objects
with respect to each other. This relative position-
ing consists of three sets of relations: directional,
topological, and 3D. To query a keyframe’s spatial
content, users must specify these relations within
a proper combination. Obviously, users should
construct this combination with a logical connec-
tor AND; thus, all video frame(s) returned must
contain these relations. In the spatial query speci-
fication window, shown in Figure 5, users sketch
objects as rectangles. These rectangles represent
object MBRs. Hence, each object is enclosed by its
MBR during the database population phase, and
the system extracts a keyframe’s spatial content
based on object MBRs. Similarly, the system auto-
matically extracts directional and topological rela-
tions between objects in the query specification
phase. Because it’s impossible to extract 3D rela-
tions from 2D data, the system directs users to
select appropriate 3D relations for object pairs.
Trajectory query specification
Trajectory of a salient object is a path of ver-
tices corresponding to the object’s locations in
different video keyframes. Displacement values
and directions between consecutive keyframes
(vertices) define the trajectory fact of an object.
In the trajectory query specification window,
users can draw trajectories of objects, as Figure 6
shows. The trajectories displayed are dynamic;
users can delete or insert any vertex to a trajecto-
ry. Users can also change vertex locations to
obtain a desired trajectory. Object-trajectory
queries are similarity based. Therefore, users spec-
ify a similarity value between 0 and 100, where
the value 100 implies an exact match.
Final query formulation
The user interface specifies spatial and trajec-
tory queries in different windows. Each of these
specifications forms a subquery, and these sub-
queries combine in the final query formulation
window, as Figure 7 shows. This window contains
all specified subqueries and object-appearance
relations for each object. Users can combine sub-
queries by logical operators (AND, OR) and tem-
poral predicates (before, during, and so on).
Except for the logical operator NOT, all temporal
and logical operators are binary. If the user gives
more than two subqueries as arguments to binary
operators, the system combines them as cumula-
tive pairs with the operators. After applying oper-
ators to subqueries, a new query is augmented to
the list, and successive and hierarchical combina-
tions become possible. The query interface sends
the final query to the query processor. Further-
more, the user can send subqueries of the final
query to the query processor at any time, which
will provide partial results.
Example application
A news archive search system contains video
clips of news broadcasts and can retrieve specific
news fragments based on descriptions given as
query conditions. The traditional approach to this
task requires searching for keywords that describe
the semantic content of the news fragments. For
this, a traditional database system would suffice,
because these systems would index news frag-
ments by some textual data. However, traditional
database systems don’t consider spatio-temporal
relations between objects and object trajectories.
They also don’t support low-level video queries
(for example, color, shape, and texture). Further-
more, the traditional approach might result in
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Figure 4. Video-
annotator tool.
Figure 5. Spatial query
specification.
retrievals of irrelevant news fragments, while miss-
ing others that users would expect. Keyword-based
searching isn’t powerful enough to formulate
what users have in mind as a query. Consequent-
ly, BilVideo with its support of spatio-temporal
and semantic video queries provides a more use-
ful search mechanism. To retrieve precise answers,
users can also query news archives by some spe-
cific application-dependent predicates supported
by BilVideo’s query language. In the future, Bil-
Video will support some low-level features as well.4
As a basis for a spatio-temporal query exam-
ple, we use a fragment video clip captured from
news broadcast by a national Turkish TV station
(Kanal D). We extracted facts representing the
spatio-temporal relations between objects,
object-appearance relations, and object trajecto-
ries and inserted them into the knowledge base
prior to submitting the queries. Figure 8 (next
page) shows a screen capture of the spatial rela-
tions dialog box of the fact-extractor tool for a
keyframe in this news fragment, after the frame
was processed. Queries 1 through 3 give exam-
ples of different types of spatio-temporal queries.
Query 1: Retrieve the segments from the sample
news clip, where Arafat and Powell appear
together alone (no other object of interest is in
the scene), and Powell is to the right of Arafat.
select segment from vid
where appear_alone(arafat, powell) and
right(powell, arafat);
In this query, appear_alone is an external
(application-dependent) predicate. It searches for
video keyframes where only specified objects
appear. The predicate right is a directional predi-
cate. Vid is a unique video identifier assigned to
the sample news video clip. 
Query 2: Retrieve the segments from the sample
news clip, where Turkish Prime Minister Ecevit
and Turkish Foreign Affairs Minister Cem appear
together close to each other, and Ecevit is to the
right of and in front of Cem.
select segment from vid
where right(ecevit, cem) and 
infrontof(ecevit, cem) and 
close(ecevit, cem);
In this query, close is an external predicate. It
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Figure 6. Trajectory
query specification.
Figure 7. Final query
formulation.
searches for video keyframes with specified objects
in close proximity to each other. Here, we seman-
tically define the closeness as follows: If two
objects are close, then their MBRs aren’t disjoint.
This definition might change for other applica-
tions. The system can easily adapt to such changes
through external predicates defined in the knowl-
edge base according to application-specific needs.
The predicate infrontof is a 3D predicate. 
Query 3: Retrieve the segments from the sample
news clip, where a police vehicle moves west,
together with an Israeli flag that is above the vehi-
cle and overlaps it, given a similarity threshold value
of 0.8 and an allowed time gap value of 1 second.
select segment from vid 
where (tr(policevehicle, [[west]]) 
sthreshold 0.8 tgap 1) 
repeat and overlap(israeliflag, policevehicle) 
and above(israeliflag, policevehicle);
This query contains similarity-based trajecto-
ry, directional, and topological conditions. The
interval operator AND implies that the intervals
returned as segments have all conditions satis-
fied, and that for all video frames in such seg-
ments, the flag is above and overlaps the police
vehicle. The keywords tgap (time gap) and repeat
indicate the trajectory condition. These condi-
tions ensure that the query returns all clip seg-
ments satisfying the given conditions—that is,
the police vehicle can only stop for at most 1 sec-
ond at a time during its movement west. 
Conclusions
BilVideo doesn’t target a specific application,
thus, it can support any application with video
data searching needs. Moreover, BilVideo’s query
language provides a simple way to extend the sys-
tem’s query capabilities, through the use of exter-
nal predicates. This feature makes BilVideo appli-
cation independent, but we can easily fine-tune
it to the specific needs of different applications,
without sacrificing performance. Users can add
application-dependent rules and/or facts to the
knowledge base. Applications suited for BilVideo
include sporting-event analysis, object-movement
tracking (medical, biological, astrophysical, and
so on), and video archives. 
Our work on semantic query execution and
query by low-level properties is ongoing. We’re
studying the optimization of user queries. Some
tutorial video clips that demonstrate the visual
query interface and tools are available on Multi-
Media’s Web site at http://computer.org/
multimedia/mu2003/u1toc.htm. We’re current-
ly working on the integration of the Web-based
query interface and the query processor, so Bil-
Video isn’t yet available on the Internet. MM
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Figure 8. Spatial
relations for a
keyframe.
